Privately Funding Open Access Networks
SIFI NETWORKS
SiFi Networks is North America’s leading privately owned telecoms company that is funding, building and operating open access fiber networks across the US, providing freedom of choice and excellent customer service.

Our 10 gig enabled fiber networks deliver digitally connected and sustainable cities while closing the digital divide.
What WE DO

- SiFi Networks is revolutionizing the US telecom market
- Under its FiberCity® brand SiFi is laying the foundations for cities to thrive for generations to come
- Open access full fiber network
- 10 Gig enabled
- We dig once to deliver a sustainable network
- Construct citywide, closing the digital divide
- FiberCity® Aid - digital inclusion program that subsidizes Gigabit-speed broadband
- Enables economic development
- We provide connectivity for Smart City and next generation services
Financing Our FIBERCITIES®

- A Long-term pension fund investment
- Backed by APG’s Smart City Infrastructure Fund
- The fund is managed by PATRIZIA
- No taxpayer Investment

- Service Providers have historically built networks where they receive the best 3-5 year ROI vs ours at 25-30 years
WWW.SIFINETWORKS.COM

CONNECT WITH SIFI NETWORKS